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Abstract. A linear automaton ~I over a residue ring Z,, n ~ N, is in general not decomposable 
into a parallel connection of shift-registers. We are able to formulate necessary and su~cient 
conditions for such a decomposition, by using the theory of artin local rings R and the R[x]- 
module-structure of ~. 
1. Introduction 
The structure of a finite, deterministic, linear automaton (fa) is of interest not 
only in computer science but also in system theory. Applications of fa'smalso called 
linear sequential circuits LCS---include error detection and correction, random 
number generator, and cryptology (the author's motivation), and the discrete and 
continuous-time, finite-dimensional constant linear systems. As long as the 
coefficients of such automata or systems are elements of a field F, the structure is 
well known and has extensively been studied in the past twenty years [4] by means 
of linear algebra: The state space E of an fa 9.1 is a finite-dimensional vectorspace 
E over F and the transition function can be seen as an endomorphism in E, or as 
a matrix A over F if a basis in E is fixed. 
To find a 'simplest' fa equivalent to ~, one uses the 1-1-correspondence between 
fa's equivalent to ~ and matrices imilar to A. And there are good reasons to choose 
the rational canonical form of A as 'simplest' form, because it corresponds to the 
decomposition of A into parallel shift-registers. 
In Fig. 1 we show three corresponding presentations of an fa in resFect of a given 
basis B in E. Fig. l(a) shows (the technical realisation of) a shift register ~vith 
3-dimensional state space, each state with components (s~, s2, s3). In system theory 
the si are called delay- and the a~ multiplication-elements. Each time-cycle brings 
the element stored in s3 to s2, the contents of s2 to sl, and the sum aoSl + a152 + a253 
(formed in F)  in s3. Fig. l(b) is the representation f the linear transition function 
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(a) 
1 (a! a o a!) 
(h) 
F[  x ] /  ( x 3 - a2x 2 -  ax x - ao) 
(e) 
Fig. 1. Corresponding presentations (ao, a I , a2, E F). (a) Shift-register. (b) Companion matrix. (c) Cyclic 
F[x]-module of rank 3. 
f in form of a 3 x 3-matrix. This special form is called a companion matrix. If the 
polynomial x 3 - a2x 2 - a lx - ao is irreducible in F ix] ,  then the fa is not decompos- 
able. Fig. l(c) names a cyclic F[x]-module of rank 3, e.g., the basis B has three 
elements e, f (e ) ,  f2(e), and 
f (  e) = aoe+ a l f (e )+ a2fE(e). 
The 1-1-correspondence of these three structures is used throughout his paper: 
diagrams of fa's and shift-registers to visualise the technical realisation, matrices to 
calculate the examples, and modules to develop the theory. 
It is well known that an fa with coefficients over a field can always be realised 
by a parallel connection of shift-registers [9]. But in the applications mentioned 
above we are also interested in systems over rings Z mod 2r(r e N). As an example 
in cryptology, the process of computer-aided nciphering and deciphering is closely 
related to the value range 2 r of a register with r binary digits. 
A very good survey of the extension of the theory of linear systems from fields 
to rings in the last ten years can be found in [12]. The duality principle for linear 
systems over residue class rings is discussed in [2, 8]. Matrix fraction representa- 
tion for linear systems over commutative rings has also been studied in [5]. 
In Section 5 we give an example of an fa over Z4, which is neither a shift-register 
nor decomposable into shift-registers. Therefore, the question arises under what 
conditions an fa over Z, can be realised by a parallel connection of shift-registers. 
A similar problem was studied in [6, 7] by using a bijection 13-Zpr ~I'I~ Zp to 
decompose an fa 9/over Zp- into a cascade connection of r fa's 9Ai over Zp. But 
because /~ is not a ringhomomorphism, the ~i's are connected by a nonlinear, 
delay-free logic, which limits a further analysis by means of commutative algebra. 
This paper is divided as follows: In Section 2 we shall show that the appropriate 
mathematical objects to study the structure of fa's over Z. are Z,-free Z~ [x]-modules 
(Fig. 1). In Section 3 we shall prove that the problem can be reduced without loss 
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of generality to fa's over Zp ; on the other hand, the recursive criterion in the last 
section suggests not to restrict our attention to the finite and local rings Zp,, but to 
consider more general (commutative) artin local rings R (with 1). Therefore, we 
shall summarise in Section 3 the necessary statements for artin local rings and 
modules over such rings. In Section 4 we shall show that our R[x]-module always 
has a primary decomposition. The main results are in Sections 5 and 6, where we 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for a cyclic decomposition f the state space; 
in other words, conditions for the fa to be equivalent to a direct sum of shift-registers. 
We discuss the general case in Section 5 and a special case with principal ideal ring 
R in Section 6. 
2. The module-structure of an fa 
We start with a more precise description of an fa. 
Definition 2.1. Afinite, deterministic, linear automaton (fa) (without input- or output- 
functions) over a ring R is a pair (E,f) ,  where the state space E is a free R-module 
of finite dimension (say n) and the transition function f is a linear mapping from 
E into E. Each e ~ E is a state of the fa, the transition function maps a state e onto 
a new state f (e).  We can use this simple notation without initial state because we 
are only interested in the whole structure of the fa. 
The set of all transition functions over E is the endomorphism ring EndR(E) = 
{f: E-> E If  linear}. EndR(E) is also an R-module. This fact can be expressed by 
the ringhomomorphism in the following commutative diagram. 
~0 
R ~ EndR(E) 
R[x] 
For r s R, ~(r) is the scalar multiplication with r in E. Because f operates linearly 
on E, we can extend ~ as ringhomomorphism to R[x] by setting ~(x) :=f .  Now E 
becomes a R[x]-module. 
By parallel connection of different fa's over the same ring we can build larger 
automata. Of even more interest is the possibility to decompose a given (complex) 
automaton into smallest, irreducible parts, the shift registers. 
Definition 2.2. An fa (E , f )  over a ring R is a shift-register if E is cyclic as R[x]- 
module. In other words, if there exists an initial state e ~ E such that its orbit 
e,f( e),f2( e), . . , f f - ' (  e) 
spans E. 
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By the term 'parallel connection of fa's (E~,f~)' we have the technical realisation 
in mind (see Fig. 2(b)), but it simply means the direct sum fa (~) E ,  ~)f~). To say 
that an fa is 'a realisation by parallel connection of shift registers' is an intuitive 
way to express that E is the direct sum of R[x]-cyclic R-free submodules. 
To formulate a first theorem, we need the following notation: 
• M.(R):  the set of all n x n-matrices over R, 
• GL~(R): the subset of M,,(R) of all regular matrices, 
• M,,(R)/GL,,(R): the set of all similarity-classes of matrices (A ~ M,,(R) is similar 
to T-~AT for all T~GL. (R) ) ,  
• Mod.(R[x]) :  the class of all R-free R[x]-modules E of rank n (that is dimR(E) = 
n), 
• Iso(Mod.(R[x])):  the set of all isomorphism-classes of such modules. 
Theorem 2.3. There is a 1-1-correspondence 
X : Mn (R)/GL~(R) --) Iso(Mod~ (R[ X])). 
Proof. Definition of X: Let [A] e M,,(R)/GL,,(R) and A ~ M,,(R) be a representant. 
Further, let E be a free R-module of rank n. Choose a basis in E and then define 
x. e:= A.e ('¢e~ E). In this way, E becomes an R[x]-module EA. We define 
x[A] := [EA], the isomorphism-class of EA. We define x[A] := [EA], the isomorph- 
ism-class of EA. X is well-defined, because, for similar matrices A ~ A', the modules 
are isomorphic: EA ~- EA,, hence, lEA] = [EA,]. 
Definition of X': Let IF]  ~ Iso(Mod,(R[x])) and F~ Mod~(R[x]) be a represen- 
tant. Choose in F an R-basis, then the (linear) action of x can be expressed by a 
matrix A. If  we set x'[F] := [A], then this is also well-defined and obviously the 
inverse function of X. [] 
3. Artin local rings and finitely generated modules 
In the first part of this section, we apply the 'Chinese Reminder Theorem' to 
simplify the problem of fa's over Zn to fa's over lp, (p prime, r e ~). We remember 
that--because n has a unique decomposition into prime factors n= 
p~t,p2 ~" " "p~-- the ring Z~ is isomorphic to the ring product 1-I i:, Zp~,. This isomorph- 
ism induces the following theorem. 
m Theorem 3.1. Let RI, Re , . . . ,  Rm be (commutative) rings (with 1), R := l-Iiffi~ R,  E 
an R-module and define E~:=E®Ri. Then the ring EndR(E) is isomorphic to 
m @,., EndR,(E,). 
Proof. Let f~:=f®lE,~EndR,(Ei). We can define the ringhomomorphism 
WI 
g," EndR(E)->Giffi 1EndR,(Ei) by ~p(f):= (f~,)~,. . .  ,f,,,). 
~o is mono: fo r f~ ker(~p) ~f~ =f® 1E, = 0 (Vi) Of(E)  --~ 1-Ii ( f (E)® Ri) = 0~f= 
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~o is epi: we take an arbitrary f~ e EndR (Ei). Consider the diagram 
1 z®cri 
l-[/i(l e®wi) 
E ' I-I E,=I-I (EQR,)  ~ E@I-[ R , -  E, 
i i i 
1 °, 
s, 
Ei ~- Ei 
thus, cp(I-I,f~(le®~r,))=(fl,f2,...,f,.). [] 
Conclusion 3.2. An fa over Z, can always be realised by a parallel connection of 
fa's over Z/ .  
Example 3.3. The fa in Fig. 2(a) over Z6 is isomorphic to the fa in Fig. 2(b). The 
corresponding module is 
E ~76[x] / (x3 -2x2-3x-4)~72[x] / (x3+x)~)Z3[x] / (x3+x 2-  1). 
In the second part of this section, we want to summarise the needed facts about 
artin local rings and modules over such rings. 
Definition 3.4. A ring R is artin if R is noetherian and has dimension 0 (every prime 
ideal is maximal, see [1]). 
input > 'I ~ ~ ] - output 
(a) 
input 
I ° 
I - I E 
I 
I inZ3 I E 
, I 
(h) 
Fig. 2. Equivalent fa's over Z6 (with input and output). 
output 
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A ring R is local if R is noetherian and has exactly one maximal ideal M. Notation: 
(R,M).  
Example 3.5. (Z f ,  (p)) and (Zp,[x]/(x~), (p, x)) are artin local rings. 
Lemma 3.6. Some properties of artin local rings ( R, M) are: 
(a) M is the only prime ideal; 
(b) the nilradical Rad(R) coincides with M and is nilpotent i self; the smallest z ~ [~ 
with M z= (0) is called the nilpotency of M; 
(c) each element of R is either a unit or nilpotent. 
• Snapper [11] calls these rings "completely primary rings'. 
Because the canonical projection or: R~ R/Rad(R) is important, we shall use 
the following notation throughout he paper: /~ = R/Rad(R),  the residue field, 
f=  ~r(r) (Vre  R), Mix] = 7r(M[x]) =0. 
Remark 3.7. We shall only consider finitely generated modules in this paper without 
repeating this fact every time. 
The reason why we fail to follow the same decomposition as fa's over a field 
F - - that  is, as modules over the principal ideal domain F[x] - - i s  the fact that a 
submodule of a free module need not be free. But we have the following fundamental 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. (a) In a local ring ( S, M) all finitely generated projective modules are free. 
(b) Let ( S, M) be an artin local ring, F c E both finitely generated, free S-modules. 
Then E = F~) E/F. 
(c) Let (S, M) be an artin local ring, F, G c E three .finitely generated, free 
S-modules. Then F c~ G and F + G are free. 
Proof. (a) See [10]. 
(b) Let {e~, . . . ,  en} and {f~, . . .  ,fro} be bases for E and F, respectively. Because 
F c E ~f~ = ~ cp~ei and because {~, . . . ,  f=} is linearly independent, at least one of 
the cpi's must be a unit (see Lemma 3.6). Without loss of generality, cp~ is a unit 
implies el = (cp~-~)(f~ -F.,>~ cpie~). So {fl, e2,. • •, en} is a basis for E. With induction 
we see that {f~,f2,...,f=,em+~,...,e,~} is a basis for E, hence, E~-F(~ 
LR(em+l,..., en). 
(C) G->F~E/F  and both summands are free (part (b)). Let {g~,. . ,  gp} be a 
basis of G and {f t , - - - , fm,  e=+l , . . . ,  e,} a basis of E = F~E/F .  Because g~ E, 
we can conclude analogously to part (b), that {g~, . . . ,  gq, fq+l, . . . ,  fro, gq+~,..., gp, 
e ,_=_pm, . . .  ,e.} is a basis of E. Hence, FnG=Ls(g~, . . . ,gq)  and F+G= 
Ls(g l , . . . ,  gp,fq+~,...,f=) are both free. [] 
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We recall that for an irreducible polynomial a ~ R[x], the projection 6, ~/~[x] is 
not necessarily irreducible. If it is, then we call a fundamental irreducible. 
Lemma 3.9. Some important types of ideals in R[x] for artin local (R, M) are: 
(a) M[x] := {~i ri xi ~ R[x][ ri ~ M}c  R[x] is the only nil prime ideal of R[x]; 
(b) All nonnil prime ideals are of the form M[x]+(a),  with a ~ R[x] monic and 
fundamental irreducible. Because R is a field, these ideals are also maximal; 
(c) A nonnil ideal of R[x] is of the form N +(fl), where fl is a monic polynomial 
and N c Mix]. The generators of N can always be chosen of a smaller degree than ft. 
The proof is straightforward; for more details, see [11]. 
4. Primary decomposition 
First we prepare some facts and definitions about ideals. Let J be an ideal of a 
ring S. The radical of J is Rad( J )={seSl : lneN:  s"~J}. Recall that Rad(R):= 
Rad(0). J is called primary, if, for st ~ J, t ~ J~s  ~ Rad(J). 
Let E be an S-module, then the annihilator ideal of E is defined by Arms(E) := 
{s~Slse=O(Ve~E)}.  
Definition 4.1. An S-module E is called primary if (0) is a primary submodule of 
E. That is, for s e S, 0 ~ e ~ E with se = 0 implies s ~ Rad(Anns(E)). (If an element 
s kills one element of E, then a potency of s kills all of E.) Ideals J and I of S are 
called coprime, if I + J = S. 
Lemma 4.2. Let ( R, M) be an artin local ring and I, J be primary ideals of R[x]. Then: 
(a) J, I coprimec~ Rad(J), Rad(I) coprime; 
(b) let J and I be nonnil: Rad(J) = Rad( I )~ J ,  I coprime. 
Proof. (a) (~) :  This is obvious because Rad(J) c J and Rad(I)  c / .  
(3 ) :  We choose p~Rad( J ) ,  q~Rad( I )  such that p+q= 1. Now there exist 
n, m ~ N with pm c J and q" ~ I such that 
1 = 1 re+n-1  = (p + q),,,+,-I = m+"--X (m+ n-  1) y~ pk. qm+~-k-1 
k=l k 
=pm(. . . )+qn( . . . )~ J+I ,  
which implies 1 ~ J + L 
(b) We know from Lemma 3.9 that Rad( J )= M[x]+(ot) ,  Rad( I )= M[x]+( f l )  
with suitable a, fl ¢R[x] monic and a,/3~/~[x] coprime. Hence, 1 ¢ (6)+(/~), so 
1 + v ~ (a )+( f l )  with some v~ Mix]. Thus, Rad(J) and Rad(I)  are coprime and, 
with part (a), J and I are coprime. [] 
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Lemma 4.3. Let R be a noetherian ring and E be an R-free R[x]-module. E primary¢~ 
AnnRtx](E) primary. 
Proof. Let A := AnnRtxl(E). 
(~) :  Let otfl ~ A, 13 ~ A implying that there is 0 # e e E with/3e ~ 0. But (afl)e = 
0= a(fle) and E is primary, hence, a ~ Rad(A). 
(~)  Let 0 ~ e ~ E, ae = 0. We know that 
( (a )+A) . ( (a )nA)c  (a ) .Ac  (a)c~A. 
Case 1: (a) -  A = (a)  c~ A. For noetherian tings this means that (a) + A = R[x]. 
Hence, there exist [3~R[x], yea  with f la+y=l .  1.e=fl (ae)+ye=flO+O, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: (a)" A ~ (a) c~ A. There exists a fl s (a)  r~ A, fl ~ (a) .  A such that fl = aT e 
A, y ~ A, hence, a ~ Rad(A). [] 
We are interested in artin local rings, but these are noetherian by definition, so 
we can apply the following important theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. In a noetherian ring R every ideal J has a primary decomposition i to 
primary ideals Q~ (unique up to order) 
m 
J=( ' ]Q , ,  Qi ¢ f'-] Qj ( i= 1 , . . . ,  m) 
i=1  j~ i  
and all Rad(Q~) are different. 
I f  all the Qi are mutually coprime, then even 
m 
J~--[I Qi. 
i= l  
For the proof of the first part see [3]. For the second part, we refer to [13]. 
Theorem 4.5 (Primary decomposition of modules). Let (R, M) be an artin local 
ring, E~Mod, (R[x] ) .  Then there exist Li~Mod,,,(R[x]), L~cE, primary and 
endomorphisms f~ =fl  L~, such that 
m m 
E -~ 0 Li and AnnRtx](E) ~ 1-[ AnnRt~](Li). 
i=1 i----1 
Proof. Applying Theorem 4.4 we have a primary decomposition of AnnRtxj(E)= 
f']i Qi, each Qi primary. Because E has finite rank, all Q~'s are nonnil. Lemma 4.2 
then assures us that all Q~ are mutually coprime, hence, AnnRtxj(E)-~IJ~ 0i. 
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l 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Two equivalent fa's: simplification by primary decomposition. 
Let Li:=l-Ij,,i Qj-E, Ki:= 1-I~l QfE. We wish to show that E=L~L2~"  "~ 
L~ ~ Ki for i = 0 , . . . ,  m by induction. Surely, Lo = Ann(E)E = 0, Ko = E, and Ks = O. 
We show, that K~_, = L~K~: 
L,+K,= Qj+ Oj Oj Q,+ 1-I Qj 
i j= l  j~- I  j=i+l 
m 
j f i+ l  
because all Qfs are coprime. And in the same way, L~ ~ K~ = l-I~= 1Q~E = Ann(E)E = 
0. 
Each L~ is R-free, because it is R-projective (as direct summand of an R-free 
module), hence, R-free by Theorem 3.8. Each Li is primary, because Ann(L~) = Qi 
and by Lemma 4.3. [] 
Example 4.6. Let R=74, E=elR~e2R. The fa of Fig. 3(a) corresponds to the 
transition matrix 
A2+ A -- 0 implies Ann(E) = (x2+ x) with primary decomposition (x)(x + 1). Hence, 
L1 =(x)E  =(3e~ +3e2)Z4, f~=f]L, =(3), 
L2=(x+l)E=(e2)Z4, f2 =f]L2 = (0). 
In relation to the new basis {3e~+3e2, e2}, we have the transition matrix 
°0) 
and the fa in Fig. 3(b). 
5. Cyclic decomposition 
Due to Theorem 4.5 we can assume without loss of generality to start with a local 
artin ring (R, M) and a primary E ~ Mod,(R[x]). In general, a decomposition of
E into cyclic R[x]-modules is not possible. We give the following example. 
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Example 5.1. Let R =Z4, E = e lR~e2R.  The two fa's in Fig. 4 are equivalent. They 
correspond to the matrices 
A=(12 23) ,  A'=(32 ~)- 
By trying all transformations of GL2(74), we see that {A, A'} is the similarity-class 
of A. And neither A nor A' are representations of cyclic modules. 
That's why we define a weaker condition than the direct sum. Let L~ be R[x]- 
submodules of E (i = 1,. . ,  k) with ~ L~ = E. 
k - k 
Definition 5.2. The sum E =~ffil L~ is called direct sun modulo M if E =O~=1L'~, 
k 
denoted by M~i--1 L~. 
It is easy to see that E = ~ L~ iff (L i+ME)n~j~ L jc  ME. We recall that an 
R[x]-module E is called cyclic if E can be generated by one element; we then have 
E ~ R[x] /Ann(E) .  
Lemma 5.3. With ( R, M)  and E as above, there exist monic and irreducible t~t ~ R[x] 
and si ~ N (i 1, k), such that ft. =~)ikl  Li and ' = . . . ,  ' 
Proof. Because  is an R[x]-module, we can apply the structure-theorem for finitely 
generated modules over the principal ideal domain R[x] = R[x ] /M[x]  = (R /M) [x ]  
(e.g., [3]). Because e is primary, so is/~, hence, all submodules L[. A primary ideal 
in R[x] is a potency of a prime ideal (~)s,. [] 
These /~[x]-subfnodules L~c/~ can be lifted to R[x]-submodules L~ in the 
following way: Let e~ ~ L~ be a generator of L~ and choose ei e ¢r-~(e~) -- E arbitrary: 
then L~ := R[x] .  ei (i = 1 , . . . ,  k). Each L~ is cyclic by definition but in general not 
R- free. Because ¢r ((L~ + ME)  n ~j ~ ~ Lj) = L~ n ~j ~ i Lj = 0 we have proved the fol- 
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let (R, M)  be an artin local ring and E ~ Mod,(R[x]) be primary. 
Then there exist cyclic R[x]-modules Li c E ( i = 1, . . ,  k) such that E = My ikl Li (sum 
modulo M).  
Fig. 4. Counterexample: anfa over Z4 which is not decomposable into shift-registers. 
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Theorem 5.5. With (R, M) and E as above: 
k 
E ~- 0 Li ¢:> Li is R-free 
i~1 
( i= 1, . . . ,  k) 
¢:> AnnRt~](L~) is a principal ideal ( i= l , . . . , k ) .  
Proof. (a) (~) :  E is R-free and L~ a direct summand of E, hence, Li is R-projective; 
then use Theorem 3.8• 
(~): From Theorem 3.8 we can conclude that L~c~Y~>l L~ is R-free and from 
the definition of the sum modM, we know that 
( L~ + ME ) c~ ~ L~ c ME ~ L~ n E L~=0. 
i>1 i>1 
Now continue with Y.i>~ L~ by induction. 
(b) Let i= l , . . . , k  arbitrary, e a generator of Li and d:=di, then B:= 
{e, xe, . . . ,  xd-~e} is an R-basis for L~. 
(3):  xde=~j~ aj(xJe)sL implying a:=x d d-l -~j=o ajxi~Ann(L) and a has 
degree d. According to Lemma 3.9, Ann(L) = (a)+ N with Nc M[x]. If N # 0, 
then =10 #/3 ~ N, deg(/3) < d (Lemma 3.9), but this leads to a contradiction with the 
fact that the basis B is linearly independent. 
(~)"  Without loss of generality, Ann(L~) is generated by an a ~ R[x] with a 
nonnil leading coefficient. Obviously, deg(a)= d. Because Ann(L~) contains no 
polynomials of smaller degree, there are no relations of the elements of B possible, 
hence, B is a basis. [] 
4 Example 5.6. Let R--Z4, E=E)iffil el'Z4. The fa in Fig. 5(a) corresponds to the 
transition matrix 
A= 
1 0 2
0 0 
0 1 
Ann(E) = ((x 2-  1)(x2-2x - 1), 4(x 2-  1)). 
Following the derivation and notation of Theorem 5.4, we get /~[x] =Z2[x], 
=~i-~ #iZ2 and Annz2t,q(/~) =(x2+ 1). L[ = Lz2(#~, #2), analogously, /_~ = 
Lz2(#3, #4). Now we choose ~:= el+2e3, ~2:= 3e3 and find 
L, = Lzsrxl(£'l) = Lzs(~l, x~l, (4x + 4) e~), 
1.2-- L~,(~, x~,  (4x +4)e~); 
both are not Zs-free. 
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(a) 
Mbl 
(b) 
(c) 
Fig. 5. Three equivalent fa's: simplification by cyclic decomposition. 
With the new basis {e~}, we get a new transition matrix A* 
(! i) ti 0  000 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 = 004 2 4 2 0 0 + A*= 
0 0 0 0 1 ]10  0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 i) 
"twist matrix" 
Because L1 and L2 are not Zs-free, the two shift-registers are connected, but with 
the following restrictions to the connections: 
(1) they are only connected by elements of the nilradical (the components of the 
'twist-matrix'); 
(2) they end only in the first delay element (highest index) of each shift-register. 
Definition 5.7. A primary R-free R[x]-module is called twisted if it is not isomorphic 
to a direct sum of cyclic R[x]-modules. 
Theorem 5.4 gives us necessary and sufficient conditions whether a module is 
twisted or not. But we have the unpleasant situation in that the submodules L~ are 
not independent of the choice of ei ~ ~r-t(e~). For one choice of ei, Li can be cyclic 
and for another choice is not. In the following corollary we give an "algorithmic' 
approach to the problem of the missing independency. 
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m 
Corollary 5.8. With (R, M)  and E as above, E = M~.~_~ Li, let at ~ R[x] be monic 
with (~)=Ann(L~)  r- R[x] .  Then E is not twisted iff there exist ~ie M[x] ( i=  
1, . . . ,  k) such that (ai+ ~,t)Lic (ai+ ~,i)ME. I f  E is not twisted, then Ann(E) = 
Proof. (3 ) :  This is obvious from Theorem 5.5: we set v~ := 0. 
(~) :  There exists an m~ME such that (a~+~,~)e~=(a~+l,~)m~ for the L~- 
generators e~ implying (ai + ~,~)(e~ m~) = 0. Define o. __ - L, = R[x](e i -  mi); L ° is R-free, 
and L ° = L~ implies E = ~1 L ° and Theorem 5.4 finishes the proof: 
Ann(E)  = Ann (~ L , )=nAnn(L i )=n(ot '+v ' ) ' ,  i [] 
Example 5.6. (Continued). We set al = x2+ 1 e 7s[x], vl = nx+ m (n, m e (2) c Zs). 
(x2+nx+m+l)~= ~((rn+2)+x(n+2))+4~2 and, for n = m=6,  we find (x 2 -  
2x -1)~ = (xE -2x  - 1)2x~2=4~2. Hence, with a new choice of ~:= ~-2x~2= 
e~ + 2e3 + 2e4, L ° is 7s-free, Ann(L °) = (x 2 -  2x -  1). In an analogous way we choose 
^o. ~2-2x~1 e3+2e2 and L~ becomes Zs-free too, Ann(L °) = (x 2 -  1). The transi- e 2 .~-- _-- 
tion matrix A* becomes 
A*  
( 12 O /0 
0 0 ' 
0 1 
corresponding to the fa in fig. 5(c). 
E is not twisted ~ Ann(E)=(x2-2x-1)n(x2-1)  
= ((x 2 -2x  - 1)(x 2-1) ,  4(x 2 -  1)). 
6. A special case with a recursive criterion 
We continue the problem of the last section, where (R, M) is an artin local ring 
and E ~ Mod, (R[x ] )  is primary. To formulate the special case of interest, we need 
a definition first. We keep in mind that according to Theorem 5.4 E = ~kffi I L~, 
with cyclic R[x]-modules L~ c E (i = 1 , . . . ,  k). 
k 
Definition 6.1. A primary module E = M~i=l/-~ ~ Mod, (R[x])  is called full of degree 
d if all Li have d linear independent generators. 
In other terms, d im~(~)  = d (i --- 1 , . . . ,  k). The fa corresponding to a full module 
of degree d is characterised by a constant number of d delay-elements in each 
shift-register. 
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Let A:= R[x] /Ann(E) .  Surely, E is an A-module. 
This section has the following motivation: An fa corresponding to a full module 
consists of shift-registers M, (i = 1 , . . . ,  k) and of connections between these shift- 
registers described by the 'twist-matrix'. We now want to consider a shift.register 
as a 'vector-delay-element', as a delay-element ~ over A and the multiplication 
elements in the connections of the ~ 's  as elements of A (Fig. 6). 
...... TIT 
(a) 
I L 
(b) 
Fig. 6. (a) A diagram of an fa over (R, M) corresponding to a full module of degree 3. (b) A diagram 
of an equivalent faover A = R[x]/Ann(E). 
We choose a minimal set of A-generators {e~, . . . ,  ek} of E. Because every module 
is the image of a free module, we have the projection p : F-~ E for the free A-module 
F with basis {b~,. . . ,  bk}, p(b,) = e~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  k). We get the short exact sequence 
0 -~ ker(p) - ,  F -~ E - ,  O. 
k Lemma 6.2. Let E = M~=I  L, be a full A-module of degree d~ Then there exists ~ E A 
monic of degree d such that i ra (a )c  ME. a is unique up to polynomials in MA of 
degree d -  1. 
Proof. For a full module, we can always choose a ~ A monic with (~)= Ann(~)  
(i = 1 , . . . ,  k). deg(a) = deg(&) = dim~(L'~i) = d. For all e ~ E, ~r(ae) = ~ = O, hence, 
e~ME.  [] 
The generators of ker(p) are determined by the relations in E. They are of the 
form abi = ~j~ l flijbj ( i = 1 , . . . ,  k ), a E A monic,/3~ MA. We choose a according 
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to Lemma 6.2. Now we define h e End(F)  by h(b~) := ab~--~,jk flobj (i = 1 , . . . ,  k) 
and have thus found the exact sequence 
h p 
F--"> F-'> E--> O. 
Notice that E ~- coker(h). Now, define f~ := a - h. 
Theorem 6.3. Let E ~ Mod, (A)  be full of degree d. Then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) E is not twisted with cyclic submodules of rank d (i = 1 , . . . ,  k); 
(2) h is diagonalisable with monic eigenvalue-polynomials of degree d ( i = 1 , . . . ,  k ) , 
(3) f~ ~ Hom(F, MF) is diagonalisable with eigenvalue-polynomials in MA of de- 
gree < d ( i = 1 , . . . ,  k ). 
Proof. (1 )~(2) :  In Lemma 3.9 and in the proof of Theorem 5.5 we used the fact 
that x d. ~ =/3~e~, deg(/3i)< d=*,h(bi)= (x d -~)b~, hence, h is diagonal in relation 
to the basis {b~} and deg(x d -/3~)= d. 
(2) ¢= (1): Let h be diagonalisable. Then there is a basis-transformation t ~ Aut(F)  
such that t -1. h. t is diagonal. 
h p 
F >F  >E ~0 
tht - I  p 
F ~F  ~E '0  
In general it is not possible to extend t to E as A-homomorphism because 
t(ker(p)) ¢ ker(p). But it is sufficient o treat E as a (free) R-module. Then there 
exists a /'~ AutR(E) with pt = ~p. Starting with h(bi)= ab~-~,j flu. hi we then get 
( tht-1)( tbi) = a( tbi) - ~,j flij" ( tbj) = Ti" ( tbi), because h diagonalisable, deg(yi) < d. 
With ~'~ := p( tbi), we get 7~(e/°) = Tip( tbi) = py~( tb~) = p( tht-l)( tbi) = f(ph )t-l( tb~) = 
0, because ph = O. 
(2)¢:~ (3): This immediately follows from the equivalence of (1) and (2) and from 
the definition of f~. [] 
Notation. E':= F /  MZ-IF, R':= R[x] / (Ann(E)+ MZ-~). 
Theorem 6.4. Let ( R, M)  be a local artin principal ideal ring, M = ( m ), z the nilpotency 
of M and E ~ Mod.(R[x] ) .  Then there exist R-module isomorphisms 
(a) ~p :HomR(F, MF)-> EndR,(E'); 
(b) O :AutR(F ) / ( l+Hom(F ,  MZ-IF))->AutR,(E');  
(c) q~ and ~, commute with the action of the automorphism-group on the endomorph. 
ism-ring, especially, 
~ "HomR(E, ME) /Auta(E)  ~-EndR,(E')/AUtR,(E'). 
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Proof. For this proof, let H := Hom(F, MZ-'F) 
(a) Let m: F-> (m)E (multiplication by m). Then ker(m) = M z-' and rh: E '~  
(m)E. In an analogous way, we can associate f :  E --> (m)E with f :  E'--> (m)E and 
thus define f ' := tp(f):= d1-1 - re  End(E'), with f'~" = ,rf. 
~p is mono, because ker(~p) = {f~ Hom(E, ME) I f  = 0} = 0. 
tp is epi: Let f 'e  End(E') be arbitrary: 
my 
E ) (m)E 
f, 
E' ) E' 
Because E is free, f '  can be lifted along ~r to get mfe End(E). ~o-'(f'):= mf implies 
~(mf) = r~-'. (mf) = wf =f ' .  
(b) Define ~b':Aut(E)-->Aut(E')by tp(g):=g', with ~rg=g'~" for geAut(E) .  ~b' 
is well-defined and epi (like part (a)). 
g 
E )E  
" 1 ~ 
g' 
E' ) E' 
O'(g) = le <=~ 1r = wg<=~ 1~ -ge  ker(~r)C~ls -ge  H. Hence, ker(~b') = I+H and ~b 
is mono. 
Aut(E) 
Aut(E)/(1 + H) , End(Hom(E, ME)) 
°1, --l- 
a 
Aut(E') ,End(End(E')) 
(c) a is the action of g e Aut(E) on fe  End(E), a(g)f:= g-'fg ~ End(E). Let 
g e Aut(E)/(1 + H) and mfe Horn(E, ME). Then ~p*a(g)(mf) =~,*(g-lm.fg) =
(§-'fg)' and ot~,(§)(f') = (g')- ' f 'g' .  Because of the linearity off, g, and ,r, (g-'J~)' = 
(¢')-'fg'. [] 
Theorem 6.5. Let ( R, M) be an artin local, principal ideal ring and E ~ Modn(R[x]) 
be full of degree d. Then E not twisted is equivalent o f':= ~p(f)~ EndR,(E') 
diagonalisable. 
Proof. According to Theorem 6.3, we have to show that ~o :Hom(F, MF) ~ End(E') 
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'preserves diagonality'. Let B := {b~,.. . ,  bk} be a basis for F, or" F-+ E'= F /MZ- IF  
the canonical projection and ~(B) a basis in E'. 
fo 
A F ) MF 
f 
R' E' ) E' 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the fact that 7r and m are diagonal 
in relation to B. [] 
6 Example 6.6. Let R = Z9,  E -- Gi l l  el" Z9" We want to apply the theorems of this 
section to the fa given in Fig. 7(a). The transition matrix is given in relation to the 
basis {el , . . .  e6} by 
f= 
0 1 0 0 0 01 
5 60  03  3 
0 0 0 1 0 0  
3 6 2 0 6 3 
0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 8 O} 
Ann(E) = ((x2+ 1) 2, 3(x2+1)). We choose a =x2-2 .  Over R'=Z3[x] / (x2+l)  we 
have the fa of Fig. 7(b) with the transition matrix 
tll X 0 liX t f '=  +2x 02  x .  
0 0 
f '~End(E ' )  suggests to define an R'[y]-module-structure on E' by y.e:= 
3 °. e (Ve e E'). The primary decomposition of E' e Mod3(R'[y]) shows that f '  is 
diagonalisable by a t ~ Aut(E'); we get f '*  and the fa of Fig. 7(c). 
l+2x  0 i )  
f *= 0 0 . 
0 0 
The action of 0-~(t) on f gives f *  corresponding to the fa of Fig. 7(d), a parallel 
connection of shift-registers. 
~ 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
5 6 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 8 0  
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i 
(a) 
L 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Fig. 7. (a) fa over gg. (b) Corresponding fa over Z3[x]/Ann(E). (c) Decomposition ver Z3[x]/Ann(E). 
(d) Decomposition i to shift-registers over Z9. 
E is not twisted, hence, 
E---Zg[x]/(x ~+3x+4)~z9[x]/(x 2-2)~zg[x]/(x 2+1). 
/.,emma 6.7. Let (R, M) be a local artin ring and E e Mod.(R[x]) primary. Then R' 
is local artin and Rad(R) = Rad(Ann(E))/(Ann(E) + MZ-~). 
Proof. Because every prime ideal contains the nilradical, it is sufficient to show, 
that Rad(R') is a maximal ideal. 
Rad(R')=(Rad(R[x])+ Rad(Ann(E) + M~-I))/(Ann(E)+ M ~-~) 
= Rad(Ann(E))/(Ann(E)+ MZ-1). 
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ThUS, 
R'/ Rad( R') = R[x]/Rad( Ann( E ) + M~-I)---- R[x]/  ( M[x] + ( a ) ), 
according to Lemma 3.9, with a a monic and fundamental irreducible polynomial. 
Hence, R' /Rad(R' )=/~[x] / ( t i )  which is a field. [] 
We remember having started with a local artin principal ideal ring R, a free 
R-module E, and an fe  EndR(E) in such a way that the R[x]-module-structure 
induced by f gives a full module of degree d. We have transferred the problem of 
the 'twist-matrix' to a new local artin ring R' (Lemma 6.7), a free R'-module E' of 
dimension dim R (E)/d,  and a f '  e EndR,(E') (Theorem 6.4) with the property' E not 
twisted ¢:>f' diagonalisable' (Theorem 6.5). The notation should suggest the recursive 
criterion: we start with R', E', and f '  all over again: primary decomposition, cyclic 
decomposition and so on (see Example 6.6). 
7. Final remarks 
To end, we would like to give some words concerning eneralisations which we 
have in mind. 
(1) We could start with an artin ring R instead ofZn(n ~ N), because R is always 
isomorphic to a product of local artin rings, and we could apply Theorem 3.1. 
(2) The restriction to principal ideal rings (R, M) in Section 6 made the notation 
easier, but is a little too restricting. It would be enough to ask that f (E )  c (m) E for 
some suitable m ~ M to prove Theorem 6.4. 
(3) Let E be a module that is not full. Then it is possible to define an embedding 
E ~ E' into a full module E'. But it is not always possible to restrict basis-transforma- 
tions of E'  to E. 
(4) The thoughts presented in this paper suggest to look for a recursive definition 
of a 'canonical form' for square matrices over artin rings; but we should generalise 
Section 6 to do so. 
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